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Abstract

In this study omission evoked potentials (OEPs) were studied in rhythmic experts (n ¼ 12) and non-musicians (n ¼ 12). Trains of auditory

stimuli were presented. Trials (n ¼ 90) contained five omissions and started with a random number of beats, thus making every first omission

unpredictable. Participants had to tap along with the first beat after the fifth omission (n ¼ 90), thus determining timing-accuracy. Single-trial

OEPs elicited by every first omission were obtained by means of wavelet denoising allowing determination of latency-jitter. Clear OEPs,

consisting of a slow positive wave, maximal over Pz, were observed in response to unpredictable omissions. No group differences in OEPs

amplitudes or latencies were observed. However, rhythmic experts showed less latency-jitter of both the OEPs positive wave and of

behavioral responses compared with non-musicians.
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Evoked potentials (EPs) are small voltage fluctuations in the

EEG resulting from sensory, cognitive, or motor evoked

neural activity. Omission evoked potentials, or OEPs, are

EPs elicited by stimulus omissions occurring within a

regular train of stimuli. These OEPs have been reported to

consist of a late positive wave similar to the P300 [4,7,9,10,

16,18,20]. Evoked Potentials to omitted stimuli are

supposed to reflect expectancy and are strongly influenced

by attention [4,5].

Though OEPs have been known to exist in human

participants for years [16,18] OEPs appear difficult to

measure. Alain et al. [1] observed in only half of his

participants OEPs. Others have excluded subjects who

failed to show an OEPs from their experiments [4,19]. In

addition, Näätänen et al. [13] observed considerable

variability of OEPs between individual subjects, such that

no consistent OEPs over subjects could be detected. Finally,

several investigators have reported that training of subjects

was required before an OEPs could be measured [4,5,16].

Why OEPs are hard to measure might be explained by the

fact that OEPs are conventionally obtained by averaging

over a large number of trials. While a component of interest

may occur in individual trials, these components could

become smeared in the average OEPs due to latency-jitter.

Latency-jitter is the phenomenon of varying component

latencies over trials in reference to the timing of the

(omitted-) stimulus presentation. OEPs might be especially

sensitive to latency-jitter since no external stimulus marks

their exact onset times. Training, however, may influence

the accuracy with which a participant is able to judge the

moment in time when a stimulus should occur, leading to

less internally induced latency-jitter. Therefore, in this study

we measured OEPs in both rhythmically trained and

musically untrained participants. We hypothesize that

rhythmically trained participants will respond with less

latency-jitter.

Rhythmically trained participants (n ¼ 12) consisted of

professional drummers and bass guitarists. They had on

average 15.6 ^ 11.16 (mean ^ SD) years of musical

experience and a mean age of 32.7 ^ 12.65 (mean ^ SD)

years. Musically untrained participants (n ¼ 12) never

received any formal music or dance education, and had a

mean age of 23.1 ^ 4.08 (mean ^ SD) years. All partici-
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pants signed an informed consent. A tap pad was used to

register the motor response.

The stimuli were presented via a loudspeaker at a

distance of one meter in front of the participant. The sound

consisted of a short ‘high woodblock’ percussion sound of

81 dB at the participants’ position.

Three types of trials were presented, with either one-, two

or three beats presented between omissions (with a fixed 800

ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between beats, and beats and

omissions). A variable Inter-trial Interval of 2.5–3.5 s was

used. Trials were presented in a random order. The first

omission of each trial of every trial type was preceded

randomly by three to seven beats. Thus, the occurrence of

the first omission per trial was unpredictable. The task of the

participants was to silently count the five omissions and to

tap along with the first beat after the fifth omission, thus

making it possible to measure timing consistency. Since

clear OEPs only appeared in response to unpredictable

stimulus omissions [11], data of all first omissions (n ¼ 90)

were further analyzed. As a control condition, EEG epochs

preceding each trial (n ¼ 90) of 2048 ms were also

analyzed.

EEG was derived from 19 electrodes (Fz, Cz, Pz, Fp1,

Fp2, F3, F4, F7, F8, C3, C4, T7, T8, P3, P4, P7, P8, O1, O2)

according to the international 10–20 electrode system [8].

The left mastoid served as reference and a ground electrode

was placed on the forehead. Electrode impedance of all

cortical electrodes was less than 3 kOhms. EEG was filtered

between 0.016 and 100 Hz, sampled at 500 Hz. Trials

containing EOG artifacts were manually excluded.

All single-trial first omissions were denoised by means of

a recently proposed algorithm based on the wavelet

transform. The accuracy of this method to obtain single-

trial EPs has been demonstrated with both simulated data as

well as visual and auditory EP data [14]. Denoising

parameters were the same for all participants and the same

for both OEPs and control OEPs. After denoising, positive

maxima of all single-trials were determined, thus resulting

in single-trial OEPs amplitudes and latencies. Latency-jitter

of OEPs was defined as the SD of the peak-latencies of the

single-trial OEPs. In addition, for both groups, SDs of

behavioral response times were calculated.

Two ANOVA tests, one between (group) and one within

(OEPs versus control OEPs) were performed using the

measured peak amplitudes and latencies. Since no OEPs

could be detected in the control epochs, no latency-jitters

were calculated in this condition. In addition, separate t-

tests with respect to OEPs latency-jitter and behavioral SDs

were calculated.

Figs. 1a–d shows both scalp distributions and averaged

denoised OEPs at Pz of both groups and for both OEPs and

control OEPs conditions. Figs. 1e,f shows OEPs amplitudes

and latencies. Fig. 2a shows latency-jitter of OEPs

amplitudes and Fig. 2d shows latency-jitter of behavioral

responses.

Control OEPs amplitudes were lower then OEPs

amplitudes (Fð1; 22Þ ¼ 30:72; P , 0:001). No effects of

rhythmic training were observed with respect to mean OEPs

amplitudes or latencies. Rhythmically trained participants

showed less latency-jitter of OEPs amplitudes (t ¼ 3:09;

df ¼ 22; P ¼ 0:006) and lower SD in the behavioural

response (t ¼ 2:47; df ¼ 22; P ¼ 0:022) in comparison with

musically untrained participants.

Fig. 1. Averaged denoised OEPs and their scalp distributions for

rhythmically trained participants (a); and for musically untrained

participants (b). (c, d) Are the same as a, b, but for the control OEPs.

Solid lines depict group averages, dotted lines depict individual averages,

as derived from Pz. (e, f) Shows OEPs amplitudes (e); and latencies (f) for

both OEPs and control OEPs of rhythmically trained and untrained

participants.

Fig. 2. (a) Shows the latency-jitter of the OEPs (mean þ SEM) for both

groups. (d) Shows SDs of behavioral responses (mean þ SEM) for both

groups.
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In this study we were able to measure OEPs in response

to unexpectedly omitted stimuli. No such OEPs could be

found in the control EEG epochs. Thus, the wavelet

denoising procedure seems to be a useful tool to filter out

components of interest without introducing unwanted

artifacts.

In a previous study [11] we assumed that the accuracy

and consistency with which a participant is able to judge the

moment in time when a beat or omission should occur

(based on the pattern of previously heard beats) may be

influenced by musical training. Rhythmically trained

participants are generally found to be both more accurate

and consistent in their responses compared to musically

untrained participants [2,11]. The assumption was made that

consistency in the tapping task highly correlates with the

phenomenon of latency-jitter.

We found indeed that our group of rhythmically trained

participants showed less latency-jitter of the OEPs positive

wave (see Fig. 2a) and performed more accurate and

consistent in the tapping task (see Fig. 2b).

Note that the SD of the behavioral response was much

lower (factor 4) then the latency-jitter of the OEPs positive

wave. This might be due to the fact that the behavioral

response is executed at the end of the trial, after the

rhythmic pattern has been learned. In agreement with our

results, we therefore expect the behavioral response to be

more time-locked then the OEPs amplitude, thus resulting in

a lower SD.

In this study, there was a significant age difference

between our two groups. Age differences have been reported

on the EP P300 [6]. To control for age differences, we

compared younger participants (taking from both groups the

six youngest participants) with older participants (the six

oldest of each group). This way the age difference remained

similar (older participants 33.4 ^ 12.3; younger partici-

pants 22.3 ^ 2.9) whereas rhythmical training was evenly

divided between groups. No differences with respect to

latency jitter or to behavioral SD were found. Therefore, the

observed differences between rhythmically trained and

musically untrained participants in our study cannot be

ascribed to aging.

Since OEPs emerge in the absence of a stimulus, they

have been proposed to be very sensitive to the effects of

latency-jitter. Gathering data from specifically rhythmically

trained participants seems to be worthwhile when measur-

ing such responses, because the onset times of such events

appears to be more consistent over trials then would be

without rhythmical training.

Others have reported differences in EPs between

musicians and non-musicians with regard to, e.g. superior

detection of temporal deviations in musicians [17], detec-

tion of pitch and harmony [12], temporal and harmonic

incongruities [3], though others failed to find group

differences in detection of harmonic incongruities [15]. In

this study we also observed that rhythmically trained

participants showed less latency-jitter of the OEPs positive

wave then musically untrained participants.
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